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Toxic Workplace!
2009-04-01

the day this person left our company is considered an annual holiday this quote taken from kusy and
holloway s research on toxic personalities echoes the frustration and confusion that come from working
with or managing an extremely difficult person just one toxic person has the capacity to debilitate
individuals teams and even organizations toxic workplace is the first book to tackle the underlying
systems issues that enable a toxic person to create a path of destruction in an organization pervading
others thoughts and energies even undermining their very sense of well being based on all new research
with over 400 leaders many from the fortune 500 list this book illustrates how to manage existing toxic
behaviors create norms that prevent the growth or regrowth of toxic environments and ultimately design
organizational communities of respectful engagement kusy and holloway s research reveals the warning signs
that indicate a serious behavioral problem and identifies how this toxicity spreads in systems with long
term effects on organizational climate even after the person has left their two year cutting edge research
study provides very specific actions that leaders need to take to reduce both the intensity and frequency
of toxic personalities at work no other book provides this menu of options from a systems perspective with
practical relevance in real work situations you ll learn how to identify the toxic personality and
describe the leader reactions and approaches that typically don t work toxic workplace provides hands on
approaches that work with research based strategies at the individual team and organizational level toxic
workplace will provide new insights on how leaders lead how organizational cultures sustain themselves and
how teams deal with toxic personalities

Organizational Toxin Handlers
2020-09-04

this book examines the important role of hr practitioners acting as toxin handlers within their
organizations and the dangers they face when dealing with toxic workplace emotions caused by difficult
organizational decisions such as mergers and acquisitions staff reductions and restructurings exploring
what they do why they do it and the personal and professional rewards created by the work it also examines
the dangers that await them in terms of risks to their personal well being in today s world layoffs
harassment discrimination personality conflicts or an abusive boss are just a few of the many types of
workplace situations that can generate intense emotional pain for employees feelings like anger
frustration stress disappointment and even fear unfortunately these types of events are predictable and
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somewhat inevitable but it is the way organizations handle them or do not that can create a serious
problem for employees the responsibility often falls to hr to help troubled employees reduce their
emotional pain so that they can re focus and get back to work as quickly as possible resulting in positive
organizational outcomes this book highlights the balancing act that hr must perform of caring for
employees and championing their causes while at the same time driving toward organizational goals set by
senior leaders the author demonstrates how toxin handlers reduce organizational pain during tough times
while also exploring the costs to their own well being readers will learn to minimize the negative impact
of toxic emotions from an organizational as well as individual perspective this book will teach hr
professionals strategies about how to anticipate and navigate the organizational toxicity caused by some
of the inevitable and difficult people related situations that are likely to come their way

Rising Above a Toxic Workplace
2014-08-26

learn how to thrive in or escape from a toxic work environment toxic organizations are rife with conflict
fear and anger the environment causes people to have physiological responses as if they re in a fight or
flight situation healthy people become ill colds flu and stress related illnesses such as heart attacks
are more common by contrast in resonant organizations people take fewer sick days and turnover is low
people smile make jokes talk openly and help one another annie mckee author consultant many employees
experience the reality of bullying bosses poisonous people and soul crushing cultures on a daily basis
rising above a toxic workplace tells authentic stories from today s workers who share how they cope change
or quit candidly they open up about what they learned what they wish they had done and how to gain
resilience insightfully illustrating from these accounts authors gary chapman paul white and harold myra
blend their combined experiences in ministry and business to deliver hope and practical guidance to those
who find themselves in an unhealthy work environment includes a survival guide and toolkit full of
strategies and realistic insights

Organizational Toxin Handlers
2020-10-12

this book examines the important role of hr practitioners acting as toxin handlers within their
organizations and the dangers they face when dealing with toxic workplace emotions caused by difficult
organizational decisions such as mergers and acquisitions staff reductions and restructurings exploring
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what they do why they do it and the personal and professional rewards created by the work it also examines
the dangers that await them in terms of risks to their personal well being in today s world layoffs
harassment discrimination personality conflicts or an abusive boss are just a few of the many types of
workplace situations that can generate intense emotional pain for employees feelings like anger
frustration stress disappointment and even fear unfortunately these types of events are predictable and
somewhat inevitable but it is the way organizations handle them or do not that can create a serious
problem for employees the responsibility often falls to hr to help troubled employees reduce their
emotional pain so that they can re focus and get back to work as quickly as possible resulting in positive
organizational outcomes this book highlights the balancing act that hr must perform of caring for
employees and championing their causes while at the same time driving toward organizational goals set by
senior leaders the author demonstrates how toxin handlers reduce organizational pain during tough times
while also exploring the costs to their own well being readers will learn to minimize the negative impact
of toxic emotions from an organizational as well as individual perspective this book will teach hr
professionals strategies about how to anticipate and navigate the organizational toxicity caused by some
of the inevitable and difficult people related situations that are likely to come their way

Toxic Workplace Signs; A Survival Guide How to Survive & Rise Above a
Toxic Work Environment, Managing Office Politics, Toxic Personalities,
Behaviors, Toxic Coworkers, Bosses, Employees, and Culture
2022-09-28

this book is your survival guide it will help you manage toxic personalities behaviors and coworkers you
ll learn how to avoid depression and burnout and how to win office politics

Toxic Management Styles
2015-06-15

designed for busy people this concise read reveals exactly what a toxic management style is and how it
affects the workplace it also offers solutions to prevent toxic management from hindering morale profits
and productivity it was written for anyone involved in a corporation government agency or self employment
however it can also be a tool for college or university faculty to utilize in their curriculum of
workplace study and leadership style the book includes a case study of one work site within a large
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organization the work site and any other identifiers have been omitted to protect the identities of those
who participated the actual processes and findings however are relevant and give the reader context and
meaning to the material presented author e e wright has enjoyed over two decades of experience working
with large government and corporate entities he has helped them identify and address toxic management to
assist in overall workplace morale productivity and profit in addition to hands on practical experience he
also has a bachelors degree in management and organizational development

Workplace Detox
2018-05-21

stories from those who ve survived a toxic workplace told with compassion and empathy with a call to
action and tips for leaders and employees dealing with workplace toxicity

Wait, I'm Working With Who?!?
2021-04-01

this is the go to guide on working with anyone in your office from the difficult or negative to the toxic
and destructive whether they are your manager a team member or someone who s just waiting out the clock
chock full of useful advice that will make your workday happier and more productive who hasn t had to deal
with a jerk at work whether it s a toxic team member who loves nothing more than to suck the life and
excitement out of her colleagues the difficult coworker who isn t happy unless the office is filled with
mayhem and drama or a bad boss who causes his employees to constantly dream of telling him to take this
job and shove it we ve all had to deal with people on the job we would rather not wait i m working with
who is the essential guide to identifying and dealing with jerks at work including bad bosses
troublemaking coworkers lazy and time sucking team members and toxic people of all sorts this book covers
the negative impact that problematic coworkers have on the workplace lost productivity high turnover a
company culture of ambivalence or defeat and catalogs 16 specific species it then goes on to share
detailed steps for dealing with these characters whether you re an employee or a manager the information
and strategies in these chapters will be immediately actionable and profoundly helpful based on proven
approaches and the latest research and advice of workplace experts wait i m working with who provides
readers with concrete unambiguous advice on how to deal with and neutralize the negative people in their
work lives
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Tangling with Tyrants
2009-02-13

career strategist and workplace guru deblauwe coaches weary employees on how to be more effective with
difficult bosses his practical techniques focus on the communication process addressing direct and
indirect bad boss behaviors and achieving mutually beneficial outcomes

Toxic
2021-04-20

an incisive insight into the prominence of toxic workplaces detailing the dramatic effect they have upon
the workforce and productivity before exploring applicable and adaptable solutions to this widespread
crisis

TOXICITY AT THE WORKPLACE
2023-02-10

this book offers practical advice on how to stay alive in a hostile work environment this book looks at
the crucial role that hr professionals play in their companies as toxin handlers and the risks they run
while handling toxic workplace feelings brought on by challenging organisational decisions like mergers
and acquisitions layoffs and restructuring this book outlines the typical difficulties of a toxic
workplace and provides a road map for converting toxic workplaces into winning workplaces that bring out
the best in both people and companies if you believe that your workplace is toxic you must find long term
solutions to make it a healthier place to work before it obliterates you this book teaches you how to set
up appropriate boundaries that will keep you happy and productive and offers great tactics for dealing
with coworkers who like to start workplace drama with the help of this book you ll discover practical step
by step methods for handling obnoxious coworkers and you could even see where and how you ve made mistakes
in the past
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Toxic Leaders and Tough Bosses
2024-03-18

toxic work culture is driving away 1 in 5 employees at an annual cost of us 44 6 billion to american
organizations yet ironically toxic leaders often achieve stellar financial profits continue to get
promoted and remain in their leadership roles in toxic leaders and tough bosses organizational guardrails
to keep high performers on track employment law attorney teresa a daniel jd phd draws upon numerous
studies and interviews to show the real devastating impact of toxic workplace culture and why leaders must
care this book discusses what signs to look out for in a toxic workplace factors that promote toxic
behavior types of leaders and how they impact their organization the role of hr in managing employee
wellbeing and what to look out for in exceptional leaders with evidenced based strategies for building
stronger workplace culture including tools to help organizations develop better leaders and managers it
makes a compelling case for eradicating toxic leaders as a priority toxic leaders and tough bosses is for
organizational leaders mid level managers supervisors hr practitioners and anyone else invested in
implementing new tried and tested ideas to improve their organization s culture to create and sustain its
optimum success

Why I Don't Work Here Anymore
2017-11-02

you have likely heard stories from friends family members and colleagues who quit a job because of a toxic
person an individual who belittles shames humiliates shames or bullies you may not have realized that
these individuals not only take their tolls on our emotional psyches but the financial outcomes of their
organizations as well through this book s many case examples as well as evidence based practices and
templates each chapter singles out one main issue and how to resolve it with respect and clarity dr kusy
presents concrete practices that will restore civility and respect into your organization as well as with
increased financial performance some of these practices include calculating the real financial cost of
toxic people in your organization providing direct and respectful feedback to a toxic peer direct report
and even your boss replacing traditional exit interviews that often don t work very well with a method for
dealing with toxic chameleons who knock down and kiss up hiring engaging talent and even firing people
based on a new approach to values based performance management you will emerge with a newfound
understanding that restores personal well being and increased financial performance
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Surviving the Toxic Workplace: Protect Yourself Against Coworkers,
Bosses, and Work Environments That Poison Your Day
2010-02-19

proven techniques for dealing with workplace issues successfully do you dread going to work dealing with
pestering coworkers unmanageable managers angry clients can take its toll on your job performance and in
these difficult economic times no one can afford to lose their jobs in surviving the toxic workplace
syndicated author and psychotherapist linnda durre teaches you how to pinpoint and treat these office
maladies with effective communication and conflict negotiation techniques that are sure to bring you peace
of mind and peace at work surviving the toxic workplace shows you why these office conflicts erupt how to
identify and treat the 12 most common types of toxic co workers situations and environments the seven
components of effective communication techniques you can use in various situations how to deal with
different conflict styles don t let office conflicts drain you of energy or interfere with your job
performance treat the malady before it gets out of hand with surviving the toxic workplace

HBR Guide to Navigating the Toxic Workplace
2024-03-12

are you enduring a toxic workplace toxic workplaces take all kinds of forms whether it s a narcissist boss
who belittles and bullies colleagues who backstab and gaslight work friends who drain you with endless
complaining or a culture of overwork and burnout it can feel impossible to know whether to speak up and
when to keep your head down do you try to address it head on go to hr or play office politics and what can
you do if you don t want to leave or if your situation doesn t allow you to the hbr guide to navigating
the toxic workplace will help you set boundaries and change what you can while helping you maintain your
mental health and your self respect in some of the toughest situations at work you ll learn how to
recognize what s fixable help bring problems to light protect your reputation and your career prevent a
toxic culture from infecting your team keep your performance up move on if you choose without burning
bridges arm yourself with the advice you need to succeed on the job with the most trusted brand in
business packed with how to essentials from leading experts the hbr guides provide smart answers to your
most pressing work challenges
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The Arsonist in the Office
2019-04-15

the arsonist in the office is the survival guide to the toxic workplace experiencing the most toxic
company imaginable havel shares the lessons he learned that will fireproof company cultures

Academic Libraries and Toxic Leadership
2017-01-31

academic libraries and toxic leadership examines a phenomenon that has yet to be seriously explored while
other so called feminized professions such as nursing have been studied for their tendency to create toxic
leadership environments thus far academic librarianship has not this book focuses on how to identify a
toxic leader in an academic library setting how to address toxic leadership and how to work toward
eradicating it from the organization in addition it discusses which steps can be used to prevent libraries
from hiring toxic leaders presents original research based on a two phase study about toxic leadership in
academic libraries demonstrates how to identify toxic leadership in libraries shows how toxic leadership
can manifest itself providing the reader with steps to eradicate it

Jerks at Work
2022-01-20

want to get those difficult colleagues off your back and restore your sanity nyu psychology professor
tessa west shows you how have you ever watched a colleague charm the pants off management while showing a
competitive machiavellian side to the lower ranks they don t hesitate to throw peers under the bus but
their boss is oblivious to their bad behaviour what about a constantly interrupting colleague or an over
bearing manager while these jerks stress us out in small ways throughout the day they aren t technically
breaking any rules so we re expected just to put up with them until now tessa west has already helped
thousands of people resolve their most pressing workplace issues and here she draws on a decade of
original research to profile classic workplace archetypes including the gaslighter the bulldozer the
credit stealer the neglecter and the micromanager giving advice to anyone who s ever hidden in the
bathroom to cry at work she digs deep into the inner workings of each bad apple exploring their
motivations and insecurities and offers clever strategies for stopping each type of jerk in their tracks
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know a jerk at work this proactive approach reveals the single most effective way to achieve emotional
wellbeing at work

Mean Girls at Work: How to Stay Professional When Things Get Personal
2012-11-02

one of the new york post s top 10 career books of 2012 and a booklist top 10 business book do you work
with a mean girl a woman s field guide to the new frontier of professional development working with other
women women to women relationships in the workplace are complicated when they re good they re great but
when they re bad they can ruin your day your week even your year packed with proven advice from two of
today s leading experts in workplace relationships this one of a kind guide gives women the tools they
need to navigate difficult situations unique to women to women relationships whether with a boss a
colleague a client or an employee have you dealt with a woman in the workplace who accidentally excludes
you from important meetings seems intent on taking you down professionally gossips about you with other
coworkers makes you look bad by missing deadlines forms a pack of mean girls to make your life miserable
mean girls at work isn t just about surviving difficult situations it s about transforming a toxic
relationship into one that benefits and supports both of you this book is also for women who engage in
mean behavior but don t know it after all who hasn t gossiped about a female coworker who hasn t rolled
her eyes in the presence of a woman she doesn t like who hasn t scanned another woman head to toe which is
just a nonverbal way of saying you ve just been judged the authors provide invaluable advice to the more
subtle ways of being mean even if they re not intended with a workforce composed of a higher percentage of
women than ever workplace dynamics have changed crowley and elster cover every conceivable scenario
providing critical advice on how to rise above the fray and move forward professionally mean girls at work
is your map to dodging the mines and moving forward in today s transformed workplace praise for mean girls
at work an invaluable suit of armor for surviving nine to five leil lowndes bestselling author of how to
talk to anyone if you think the emotional cruelty of comedies like mean girls and heathers doesn t exist
in the real world workplace think again in mean girls at work katherine crowley and kathi elster valuably
chronicle female vs female predators and offer solid defensive strategies ann kreamer author of it s
always personal navigating emotion in the new workplace whether you are in your twenties and just starting
your professional career your midcareer forties when you are supposed to have figured it out already or a
woman in her fifties or sixties who s seen it all this book is a must read the authors have finally given
women the tools and the sound advice necessary to deal with conflicts that keep us all from succeeding
carry this book with you to work every day carolyn cassin president michigan women s foundation a must
read for women of all ages in today s workforce this book offers what we all need to develop the
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capacities to endure this ever changing workplace we know it is all about relationships and you need the
skills outlined in this book to survive and thrive when the mean girls attack kim harrington coordinator
professional development and training office of human resources california state university sacramento

Managing Toxic Leaders and Dysfunctional Organizational Dynamics
2024-04-29

understanding experience at work especially in organizations that have toxic leaders and dysfunctional
organizational dynamics is a multidimensional undertaking that must include in depth perspectives informed
by psychosocial theory this may be best accomplished by relying on complementary theories to account for
what is found and experienced in our organizations and in particular a better understanding of why this is
happening why did she do that why did he say that why did a group react the way they did why is critical
in terms of understanding organizational dynamics our lives at work in large complex and multidimensional
organizations are saturated with experience some of which is fulfilling and some are of a darker nature
that arises from the presence of toxic leaders and dysfunctional organizational dynamics understanding
these toxicities and dysfunctions and their effect on organization members is approached by first raising
their awareness at the beginning of the book before providing psychosocially informed insights that form a
basis for understanding and organizational change in the following sections this book explores these work
life dynamics by grounding them in concrete examples and then using complementary psychoanalytically
informed perspectives to illuminate their underlying often unconscious nature filling an important gap in
management and organizational literature

Toxic Coworkers
2000

in toxic coworkers the authors pinpoint a variety of personality traits and disorders showing how they
come about and offering effective strategies for coping with them they cover the range of familiar types
from hyperactives histrionics and sociopaths to narcissists and obsessive compulsives and provide concrete
techniques for surviving them 12 charts
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The Palgrave Handbook of Workplace Well-Being
2021-03-22

this handbook proposes to present best practices in managing and leading the 21st century workforce it
offers strategies and tools to cultivate well being in the present day boundary less work environment
research shows that organizations with higher levels of employee engagement routinely out perform those
with lower employee engagement this handbook provides valuable insights into why employee well being is
such a powerful driver of employee performance and engagement and what organizations can do to enhance
workplace well being and fulfillment it brings the research on workplace well being up to date while
precisely mapping its terrain and extending the scope and boundaries of this field in an inclusive and
egalitarian manner

Coping with Toxic Managers, Subordinates --and Other Difficult People
2004

the author shows how to use emotional intelligence tactics to survive when dealing with toxic managers and
other impossible people in the workplace

Toxic Chemicals in the Workplace
1996-02-02

this book examines toxic chemicals that may be present in the workplace and with easy to understand
nontechnical language examines the steps an organization can take to manage them

The Social Psychology of Organizations
2016-03-31

healthy and successful organizations require the people who work within them to be happy resilient and
creative just as a human body is undermined if it suffers from sickness so an organization can only
function fully if the people who work within it feel engagement and well being and any toxic influences
which shape or burden their working lives are resolved this important new title provides a much needed
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overview not only of what it means for an organization to be weakened by pervasive psychological
influences within the working environment but also how this dysfunction can be addressed through
psychological interventions the book is split into three core sections toxicity and dysfunction in the
workplace outlining structural behavioural emotional and cognitive sources of toxicity that undermine
organizations principles of the healthy workplace outlining core concepts of belonging contribution and
meaning from which organizations in turn benefit creating the healthy workplace outlining a range of
approaches to addressing organizational toxicity including design thinking positive psychology and
evidence based approaches written by a practicing organizational psychologist and including case studies
to illustrate how toxicity at the micro level can impact upon wider organizational goals the book draws on
a wide range of literature to provide an accessible focussed understanding of how the individual
psychological experiences of working people can have wider consequences for an organization and how
interventions within that process can address these issues it is ideal reading for students and
researchers of occupational or organizational psychology organizational behaviour business and management
and hrm

Powerful Phrases for Dealing with Difficult People
2013-10-15

the key to a harmonious work environment is not by working among people with similar personalities whom
you never clash with instead learning to interact effectively with difficult coworkers is essential for
success most of us are going to work today with individuals who at times come across as incompetent lazy
spotlight hugging whiny or backstabbing then tomorrow we go to work with them again and again like it or
not the bulk of our waking hours are spent with people at work people who can grate on our nerves
communications expert renee evenson thoroughly explains how anyone can learn how to confront head on the
difficult situations that can arise when dealing with these personalities before they fester and spread in
powerful phrases for dealing with difficult people evenson shares practical and easy to use tactics such
as thirty common personality traits behaviors and workplace scenarios along with the phrases that work
best with each nonverbal communication skills to back up your words sample dialogues that demonstrate how
phrasing improves interactions a five step process for moving from conflict to resolution why this works
sections that provide detailed explanations button pushing situations are going to come up today at work
and tomorrow too don t let them rent space inside of you and turning everything to mold instead choose to
deploy simple phrases to regain control and resolve conflicts when you do you your colleagues and your
company will be all the better for it
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Bad Boss
2020-10-05

in a tough or toxic work environment are you brave enough to challenge your own thinking and shift your
own perspective to make relationships work bad boss is for anyone who is in or who is keen to avoid a
negative workplace environment characterised by ineffective leadership believe it or not bad bosses are
not bad people and there are concrete steps you can take to improve your situation inside author michelle
gibbings shares wisdom drawn from decades in corporate leadership it takes teamwork at every level to
create an environment where everyone can flourish if you dare to examine your own role in your current
situation and take action today you stand to gain better relationships and greater career satisfaction
challenge the standard leadership practices and transform a tough situation to the benefit of all learn
how to determine where the problem really lies identify your role in the bad boss situation strategise
your best option forward take action using concrete tools reflect and monitor progress for long term gain
bad boss will take the edge off your stressful work environment and provide you with key actionable steps
to turn things around

Toxic People
2007-09-21

praise for toxic people from corporate america to the smallest business owner this book should be
mandatory reading because it provides toxic relief that will put money in your pocket and calm in your
personality a dose of this reading would enhance the success of business school students and smooth out a
few bumps in a rocky marriage richard l labrum vice president wealth management smith barney if you re
just sick to death of those people who zap the energy right out of you marsha has the cure in no nonsense
terms she gives us the prescription for dealing with toxic people she mixes in the right dosage of
personal experience humor and practical advice to create a compelling message that is highly relevant in
our personal and professional lives i highly recommend this book to everyone interested in cleaning up
toxic behaviors john ryan vice president american express marsha petrie sue is the muhammad ali of
communicators she can dance and look pretty and she uses the entire ring but she knows how and when to
land a knockout punch if you have bad relationships you ll learn why this is charm school with live
ammunition david rawles founder and president career solutions inc marsha petrie sue s take the bull by
the horns approach to self realization and if so chosen self improvement is the antidote to today s wimpy
leadership malaise she takes readers by their collars looks them straight in the eyes and tells them in no
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uncertain terms that their key to both personal and professional happiness is attainable only through
critical self evaluation and the will to transcend their current situations randy o neill senior vice
president lancer insurance company she has done it again she gives us permission to sack the toxic people
who suck out our energy take marsha s ticket to freedom give yourself permission to send the toxic people
on their not so merry way dr geoff haw consultant sagacity services australia marsha always finds a way to
deliver the most difficult messages in a humorous way this book is one example you will be able to apply
this book in everyday life and anywhere you encounter people tina aguirre senior it manager oil and energy
company

Mastering Civility
2016-12-27

the most useful well written and emotionally compelling business book i have read in years i couldn t put
it down robert i sutton stanford professor and author of the no asshole rule a must read for every leader
in their field daniel h pink bestselling author of to sell is human incivility is silently chipping away
at people organizations and our economy slights insensitivities and rude behaviors can cut deeply moreover
incivility hijacks focus even if people want to perform well they can t customers too are less likely to
buy from a company with an employee who is perceived as rude ultimately incivility cuts the bottom line in
mastering civility christine porath shows how people can enhance their influence and effectiveness with
civility combining scientific research with fascinating evidence from popular culture and fields such as
neuroscience medicine and psychology this book provides managers and employers with a much needed wake up
call while also reminding them of what they can do right now to improve the quality of their workplaces

How to Deal with Difficult People at Work
2017-03-14

there are difficult people everywhere if you do not have them as a part of the family you will meet them
in school at work or in church though their presence is almost universal it does not make dealing with
them a common commodity one has to consciously learn how to adjust his life to relate with them without
becoming excessively damaged a toxic workplace is not one that ends only in the office it will follow you
home and affect the way you eat sleep and even affect the relationship you have with your family it causes
negativity unrest unnecessary competition and demands for high turnover when the day is over you end up
dealing with sickness the kind that should have never come the most common result of a toxic workplace is
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stress and low energy that may disrupt your daily activities at work you may find a colleague that is
manipulative bugging or emotionally draining failing to address this matter well can put you at risk of
losing your job let this book be the help you have so sought

HBR Guide to Dealing with Conflict (HBR Guide Series)
2018-11-08

while some of us enjoy a lively debate with colleagues and others prefer to suppress our feelings over
disagreements we all struggle with conflict at work every day we navigate an office full of competing
interests clashing personalities limited time and resources and fragile egos sure we share the same
overarching goals as our colleagues but we don t always agree on how to achieve them we work differently
we rub each other the wrong way we jockey for position how can you deal with conflict at work in a way
that is both professional and productive where it improves both your work and your relationships you start
by understanding whether you generally seek or avoid conflict identifying the most frequent reasons for
disagreement and knowing what approaches work for what scenarios then if you decide to address a
particular conflict you use that information to plan and conduct a productive conversation the hbr guide
to dealing with conflict will give you the advice you need to understand the most common sources of
conflict explore your options for addressing a disagreement recognize whether you and your counterpart
typically seek or avoid conflict prepare for and engage in a difficult conversation manage your and your
counterpart s emotions develop a resolution together know when to walk away arm yourself with the advice
you need to succeed on the job with the most trusted brand in business packed with how to essentials from
leading experts the hbr guides provide smart answers to your most pressing work challenges

The Dark Side of the Workplace
2017-07-25

the workplace can be a hotbed of difficulty and incivility from rumors spread about an individual to the
agonies of stress to physical attacks and even death evidence suggests that not only does incivility have
significant implications for employees organizations and society it is also on the rise in recent years we
have experienced increased acts of incivility in the workplace social media and government positions there
is a direct correlation between uncivil behavior and financial outcomes for organizations it is estimated
that stress related to uncivil actions in the workplace costs organizations approximately 300 billion
annually the cost of personal implications for employees is often too high to calculate as individuals
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experience loss of reputation and significant psychological and physical distress with the increased use
of social media individuals are experiencing incivility that crosses the boundary between their personal
and professional lives this book delves into the darker side of the workplace discussing bullying toxic
work environments corporate psychopaths the struggles of stress and more it combines recent research and
case studies to provide an understanding of these behaviors and offers practical solutions on how to
cultivate a healthy working environment

Taming Toxic People
2018-05-01

i didn t know how to deal with the poisonous and toxic people in my life or why they behaved the way they
did so i went looking for an answer this book is what i found bestselling author david gillespie turns his
attention to a phenomenon that damages businesses seeds mental disease and discomfort and can bring
civilisations to the brink of implosion the psychopath psychopaths are often thought of as killers and
criminals but actually five to ten per cent of people are probably psychopathic without ever indulging in
a single criminal act these everyday psychopaths may be charming in the early stages of relationships or
employment but gillespie argues their presence in your life is at best disruptive and at worst highly
dangerous they will leave you feeling cheated and humiliated dominating and manipulating you to the point
where you question your sanity worse he cautions at a societal level their tendency to gravitate towards
positions of power can be disastrous taming toxic people is a practical guide to restraining that
difficult person in your life be it your boss your spouse or a parent but it is also a serious and
meticulously researched warning if we value a free and well functioning society we need to rebuild the
sense of community that has historically kept the everyday psychopath in check and we must understand and
act to manage the psychopathic behaviour in our midst

Ask a Manager
2008

i m a huge fan of alison green s ask a manager column this book is even better robert sutton author of the
no asshole rule and the asshole survival guide ask a manager is the book i wish i d had in my desk drawer
when i was starting out or even let s be honest fifteen years in sarah knight new york times bestselling
author of the life changing magic of not giving a f ck a witty practical guide to navigating 200 difficult
professional conversations ten years as a workplace advice columnist has taught alison green that people
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avoid awkward conversations in the office because they don t know what to say thankfully alison does in
this incredibly helpful book she takes on the tough discussions you may need to have during your career
you ll learn what to say when colleagues push their work on you then take credit for it you accidentally
trash talk someone in an email and hit reply all you re being micromanaged or not being managed at all
your boss seems unhappy with your work you got too drunk at the christmas party with sharp sage advice and
candid letters from real life readers ask a manager will help you successfully navigate the stormy seas of
office life

Stomp the Elephant in the Office
2020-05-19

this is a wake up call to leaders everywhere in this innovative and poignant book authors steven vannoy
and craig ross challenge assumptions about leadership and business in today s world stomp the elephant in
the office presents everyday tools that help people put an end to the toxic workplace get more done and be
excited about work again vannoy and ross explore people and culture often misinterpreted as the softer
side of business and demonstrate that learning to cultivate them directly affects performance productivity
and ultimately the bottom line not just for ceos and high level executives this book reveals the truth
that we are all leaders who have the power to transform ideas into action

Toxicity in the Workplace
2020-01-14

navigating a toxic work environment a guide to managing difficult colleagues and stressful situations
there are everyday challenging work relationships and then there are situations that go beyond the
ordinary situations that push you to the edge written by a clinical psychologist who is knowledgeable
about the mental disorders that can cause toxic behavior toxicity in the workplace will help you
understand why your difficult colleagues act the way they do and gain practical strategies for negotiating
more peaceful productive solutions armed with new insight into your colleagues behaviors you will learn
pragmatic techniques that will give you the confidence to advocate for yourself and when needed remove
yourself from uncomfortable situations and conversations this book about dealing with toxic behavior in
the workplace includes techniques for everyone learn approaches for communication with toxic people at all
levels within an organization that are tailored to various problematic behaviors understand deeper
motivations common anxiety mood and personality disorders are explained learn by example vivid case
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studies illustrate familiar scenes at work and model how you can respond respectfully and assertively when
you re looking for a book about how best to deal with difficult people at work look no further than
toxicity in the workplace

Cycles & Triggers Managing Toxic- Thinking & Behavior In the Work
Environment-Cognitive Activity Workbook
2021-09-21

cycles triggers is a simple yet powerful tool that helps you attach those negative emotions to something
someone or somewhere in which it originated from try it for yourself and take a few minutes to reflect
what you have learned about your self and the toxic cycles you would like to break a cognitive approach
for creating activities in the workplace that promote a healthier happier environment

Detox: Managing Insecurity in the Workplace
2018-03-20

is your team willing to propose game changing ideas and offer diverse opinions will they take personal
risks for the sake of your company and its reputation most leaders can t answer yes to these questions
especially during critical times of change why not because your team members instinctively understand your
workplace culture and they recognize the dangers of pushing beyond that culture s comfort zone through
stories and examples detox demonstrates the real tangible impact of toxic work environments that stifle
innovation collaboration succession planning and productivity and shows you what you can do to change it
learn how to create a healthy secure environment that can dispel the natural insecurities and fears within
your team instead of fostering a workplace that magnifies human frailties discover the proven strategies
and practices that can address your team s emotional needs and unlock their true potential

Dying for a Paycheck
2003

in one survey 61 percent of employees said that workplace stress had made them sick and 7 percent said
they had actually been hospitalized job stress costs us employers more than 300 billion annually and may
cause 120 000 excess deaths each year in china 1 million people a year may be dying from overwork people
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are literally dying for a paycheck and it needs to stop in this timely provocative book jeffrey pfeffer
contends that many modern management commonalities such as long work hours work family conflict and
economic insecurity are toxic to employees hurting engagement increasing turnover and destroying people s
physical and emotional health and also inimical to company performance he argues that human sustainability
should be as important as environmental stewardship you don t have to do a physically dangerous job to
confront a health destroying possibly life threatening workplace just ask the manager in a senior finance
role whose immense workload once handled by several employees required frequent all nighters leading to
alcohol and drug addiction or the dedicated news media producer whose commitment to getting the story
resulted in a sixty pound weight gain thanks to having no down time to eat properly or exercise or the
marketing professional prescribed antidepressants a week after joining her employer in dying for a
paycheck jeffrey pfeffer marshals a vast trove of evidence and numerous examples from all over the world
to expose the infuriating truth about modern work life even as organizations allow management practices
that literally sicken and kill their employees those policies do not enhance productivity or the bottom
line thereby creating a lose lose situation exploring a range of important topics including layoffs health
insurance work family conflict work hours job autonomy and why people remain in toxic environments pfeffer
offers guidance and practical solutions all of us employees employers and the government can use to
enhance workplace wellbeing we must wake up to the dangers and enormous costs of today s workplace pfeffer
argues dying for a paycheck is a clarion call for a social movement focused on human sustainability
pfeffer makes clear that the environment we work in is just as important as the one we live in and with
this urgent book he opens our eyes and shows how we can make our workplaces healthier and better

Toxic Emotions at Work

a guide to managing emotional pain at work to improve performance based on research and examples it
discusses why emotions matter in the workplace and shows how organizations can manage emotions and
institutionalise compassion as part of their company culture to improve results
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